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HAIRDRESSING – GRADE 11 

 

Name: ______________________________________ Date: ____________________ 

 

Grade: ______________________________________ Section: ___________________ 

 

 

 

Semester:   1st   Week:  1   SSLM No.   1    MELC(s): Treatment of Hair and Scalp

   

⮚ Objectives: 1. Identify the scalp and hair structure. 

2. Enumerate disease and disorders of scalp and hair. 

3. Discuss the benefits of scalp and hair treatment. 

⮚ Title of Textbook/LM to Study: TVL-HE Hairdressing, Q1 SSLM1 

⮚ Chapter: None  Pages: 12-18  Topic: Fundamentals of Hair and Scalp 

Treatment 

 

 

 

 

 

Benefits of Scalp and Hair Treatment 

Hair and scalp treatment generally refers to any method of dealing with common hair-related 

problems such as hair loss, dryness, dandruff, and other problems. It involves a chemical 

process that can provide nutrition to frizzy hair and make hair smoother and shinier. 

✔ Apply hair treatment, a mixture between oil and heat to restore hair shine and gloss. 

✔ It will make hair elastic. 

✔ It will help cover the ends of split ends and make hair look shiny and healthy. 

✔ The oil can condition and prevent breakage when combing or brushing. 

✔ Massaging the hair during the treatment will stimulate blood circulation to the scalp. 

✔ Scalp massage normalizes secretion and provides essential oils to make hair smooth 

and silky. 

✔ Professional hair care treatment helps to remove dandruff. 

✔ It provides essential nutrients to fight the aging scalp. The aging scalp can cause hair 

to turn white and lose hair. 

✔ It provides deep conditioning, which is necessary to strengthen hair follicles. 

✔ It can fight thinning hair. As we age, thinning hair is a problem that requires preventive 

measures. 

 

 

 Let Us Discover 
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Skin Structure 

1. Epidermis- is the top protective layer of the 

skin and the outer layer of the skin, thin and 

tough, protecting the internal organs of the 

body. It can prevent bacteria, viruses, and 

other foreign bodies from entering the body. 

2. Dermis- is the next layer of the epidermis; it 

is a thick layer of fiber and elastic tissue that 

provides flexibility and strength to the skin. 

3. Subcutaneous Layer- It is located under the 

dermis and contains fatty tissue. This 

provides insulation and acts as a resistance, 

protecting the organ internally. 

4. Hair follicle- is attached to the dermal papilla. 

This is the channel system through which the 

hair obtains food and oxygen from the blood.  

Hair Structure 

1. Cuticle (outer layer) of the hair shaft. It is very tough 

and holds the entire hair together. It consists of several 

layers of scales. It may be damaged by strong 

chemicals or harsh treatments, such as excessive 

brushing, perming, and bleaching. 

2. Cortex (middle layer) contains pigment and keratin. It 

is the lower part of the hair located between the cuticle 

and the medulla. 

 

3. Medulla (inner layer) is the innermost layer made of 

large cells.  

The hair chemical composition consists of carbon, 50.65%; hydrogen, 6.36%; nitrogen, 

17.14% sulfur, 5.0%; and oxygen, 20.8%. 

Types of Hair 

1. Normal hair can be considered virgin hair because it has not been permed or dyed, is 

easy to care for, and looks good most of the time.  

2. Oily Hair looks dull and greasy that needs frequent washing. 

3. Dry hair tangles easily and is difficult to comb, especially when it is wet. 

4. Combination hair is very greasy at the roots, but dry, and sometimes split at the ends. 

5. Fine hair appears flat due to its small size, is easily damaged due to lack of elasticity, 

appears soft, and is easily sensitive. 

Hair texture  

1. Fine hair feels very thin, lacking a natural body and elasticity. 

2. Medium hair feels thicker in texture, whether in individual hair strands or the overall 

volume of hair on the scalp. 
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3. Coarse hair feels rough in texture. It is very curled and has the largest diameter. It’s 

hard to press and can be straightened by applying more heat and pressure. 

Distinguishing diseases and disorders of hair and scalp. 

A disease is a condition of the living body parts  that weaken normal functioning  and 

is normally manifested by distinguishing signs and symptoms 

A disorder is a trouble to normal body structure and function        

Pityriasis capitis 

( Dandruff ) 

Dandruff can be shown by dry, flaky scales  that fall from the scalp. 

Customers may feel some irritations. This disorder is caused by the 

overproduction of skin cells. 

Seborrhoea 

( Oily hair) 

Seborrhoea is caused by the excessive production of sebum from the 

sebaceous gland. The hair and scalp appear to be in a very oily state. 

Fragilitas crinium 

 ( Split ends ) 

Split ends are a condition where the hairs turn very dry and brittle. The  split 

occurs on the points of the hair shaft. It is caused by chemical and physical 

damage. 

Alopecia Areata 
    (baldness) 

Symptoms show a thinning hairline or balding on the top and the crown of 
a male head. 
 

Tinea capitis    
(Ringworm ) 

It appears as a red circular rash with a white center and brittle, short hair in 
the patches. It is caused by a fungal infection and is contagious. 

Pediculosis capitis  
(Head lice) 

Look for eggs attached to the hair shaft or insects that can be the match-
head size. Usually, lice cling to a hair and feed on blood by biting into the 
scalp 

Warts This condition can be appeared as smooth or rough and are caused by a 
viral infection of the epidermis 

Psoriasis 
 

This condition is caused by the overproduction of cells in the epidermis. It 
appears red patches appear on the scalp which are covered by silvery-
white scales. 

Eczema 
 

This skin condition is caused by patches of dry skin which may itch and/or 
become painful and weep. This condition is in many different causes e.g. 
allergic reactions or stress. 

Impetigo 
 

This condition starts as a red sore and a yellow crust. It is caused by a 
bacterial infection and can be transmitted by using dirty towels. 

 

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 1: TEST YOURSELF 

Direction: Classify the given hair and scalp condition if it is disorders or disease. Write the 

word disorder or disease opposite the given hair and scalp condition. 

_______________1. Dandruff   _________________6. Eczema 

________________2. Alopecia Areata (Baldness) _________________7. Split 

ends 

________________3. Psoriasis   _________________8. Head 

Lice 

 Let Us Try 
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________________4. Ringworm   _________________9. Warts 

________________5. Impetigo   _________________10. 

Seborrhoea 

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 2: PERFECT MATCH! 

Direction: Match the descriptions in Column A with the words in Column B. Write the letter 

of your choice on the space provided before each number. 

COLUMN A COLUMN B 

_____1. What is a thick layer of fiber and elastic tissue that provides 
flexibility and strength to the skin? 
_____2. Which is attached to the dermal papilla and the channel system 
through which the hair obtains food and oxygen from the blood? 
_____3. What type of hair that appears flat due to its small size, is easily 
damaged due to lack of elasticity, appears soft, and is easily sensitive? 
______4. Which hair texture feels very thin, lacking natural body and 
elasticity? 
______5. What is the top protective layer of the skin and the outer layer of 
the skin, thin and tough, protecting the internal organs of the body? 

______6. What is a condition of the living body parts  that weaken normal 

functioning  and normally manifested by distinguishing signs and 

symptoms? 

______7.) Which part of the hair structure contains pigment and keratin? 

______8. Which part of the skin is located under the dermis and contains 

fatty tissue? 

______9. What is the trouble with normal body structure and function? 

______10. What is the term called for (outer layer) of the hair shaft? 

 
A. Cortex 

B. Cuticle 

C. Dermis 

D. Disease 

E. Disorder 

F. Epidermis 

G. Fine Hair 

H. Flat Hair 

I. Hair Follicle 

J. Subcutaneous 

Layer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LABEL ME! 

Direction: Label the parts of skin structure 

 Let Us Do 
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ACTIVITY 3: LIST ME DOWN! 

Direction: Enumerate at least five common skin and hair diseases and disorders that you 

encountered. Describe its characteristics and appearances. 

Disease/Disorder Description 
 

1.   
 

2.   
 

3.   
 

4.   
 

5.   
 

 

ACTIVITY 4: THINK AND SHARE 

Direction: Answer the following question. Write your answers on the activity notebook 

 

Discuss the uses and benefits of hair and scalp treatment. 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________. 

 Let Us Apply 
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CRITERIA  Excellent 
10 

Very Good 
8 

Good 
6 

Fair 
4 

Clarity  Exceptionally 
clear and easy to 
understand  

Generally clear 
and quite easy 
to understand  

Lacks clarity and 
difficult to 
understand  
 

Unclear and hard 
to understand  

Comprehensive
ness  

Thorough and 
comprehensive 
explanation  

Substantial 
explanation  

Partial or not 
comprehensive 
explanation  

Misunderstanding 
of serious 
misconception on 
the explanation  
 

Relevance  Highly relevant  Generally 
relevant  

Somewhat 
relevant  
 

Irrelevant  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MELC TLE Hairdressing: Code TLE_HEHD9-12TS-Ia-1 pages 483 

 

Agcaoili L.G (2020), Quarter 1, Module 1: Fundamentals of Hair and Scalp Treatment of 

Hairdressing 11 First Edition, 2020 
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